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Abstract
The number of possible refactorings is unlimited, so no tool vendor will ever be able to provide
custom refactorings for all specific user needs. Therefore, we propose a new kind of refactoring tools,
which allow users to create, edit and compose required refactorings just like any other documents.
The heart of such a refactoring editor is the ability to compose larger refactorings from existing
ones. Computing the precondition of the composite refactoring from the preconditions of the
composed refactorings is non-trivial since earlier transformations influence the truth of preconditions
of later ones. The ability to calculate these effects without referring to a particular program to which
the refactorings should be applied is called program-independent composition. It is the prerequisite
for creating composite refactorings that are reusable on arbitrary programs.
The main contribution of this paper is a formal model for automatic, program-independent
composition of conditional program transformations. We show that conditional transformations,
including refactorings, can be composed from a limited set of basic operations. Program-independent
derivation of a precondition for the composite is based on the notion of “transformation description”,
which can be seen as a simplified, yet equally powerful, variant of Roberts’ “postconditions”
(Practical analysis for refactoring, Ph.D. Thesis (1999)).
Our approach simplifies the implementation of refactoring tools—only the basic operations
and the ability for composition must be hard coded in a tool. As a proof of concept, we sketch
a transformation framework that implements our approach (jConditioner) and, based on the
framework, an experimental refactoring tool (ConTraCT) that includes the editing capabilities that
motivated our work.
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1. Introduction
In the past few years, refactoring [17,29,32] has been established as a cornerstone of
modern software evolution and maintenance. Its widespread use started as part of the
movement towards agile processes [12] and, in particular, extreme programming [2,3].
However, refactoring is a basic software engineering technique rooted in a long tradition
of program transformation approaches, which are independent of any particular software
development process.
The basic idea behind refactoring is the separation of software evolution activities into
ones that only restructure software without changing its external behavior and ones that
take advantage of the improved structure for implementing new or modified functionality.
This separation reduces the risk of introducing bugs during the process and makes
introduced bugs easier to find.
Refactoring is the activity of restructuring software in a behavior-preserving way. The
term refactoring is also used to denote the transformations applied during the course of
a refactoring activity, and—implicitly—also the conditions that must be met for these
transformations to be behavior preserving.
From the very beginning, it has been recognized that tool support is essential for the
successful application of refactoring. The example of Roberts and Brant’s pioneering
refactoring browser for Smalltalk [31] has been followed by many other implementations.
Since then, the number of tools that support refactoring2 has been constantly growing,
along with the number of supported refactorings.
1.1. The problem: finite support for infinite variants
Obviously, the number of possible refactorings is unlimited, so no tool vendor will ever
be able to provide custom refactorings for all specific user needs.
The variety of application areas for refactoring makes identification of a set of “core
refactorings”, which satisfy most users’ needs, unlikely. For instance, applications such
as “refactoring to patterns” [11,23] and “refactoring to aspects” [20] require complex and
highly specific refactorings that are unlikely to be on the high priority list for the next
release of one’s favorite refactoring tool.
Even if identification of a set of core refactorings were possible, it would not be
sufficient. Providing a set of simple refactorings that can be executed in sequence in order
to achieve a complex effect is not the same as providing users with the ability to define
their own refactorings.
2 The Eclipse JDT [15], IntelliJ IDEA [22], jFactor [21], JRefactory [33], JBuilder [8], Retool for JBuilder [10],
Together Control-Center [9], Xrefactory [38], JavaRefactor [14], to mention just a few of the tools for Java that
support refactorings, sometimes along with non-behavior-preserving transformations.
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The lack of user-definable refactorings is equally unsatisfactory for tool providers and
for their users: for tool providers, because they must continuously invest time and money
in the never-ending evolution of refactorings; for users, because they are forced either
to wait for some future release, hoping that it will provide the missing functionality,
or to implement their own custom refactorings. However, the latter is not a real option
for most users. After all, most programmers are interested in refactoring as a means of
speeding their own development activities, not as an additional development task within a
schedule that is much too tight already.
1.2. A way out: composition of refactorings
In this paper we argue that the only way out of the above dilemma is provision of a new
kind of refactoring tools, which allow programmers to create, edit and compose required
refactorings just like any other documents. The heart of such a refactoring editor is the
ability to compose larger refactorings from existing ones. A useful method of refactoring
composition must be declarative, program independent and universally applicable:
Declarative composition means that users should only need to specify which refactorings
are to be composed, along with their logical dependencies. Calculation of the
composite from this specification should happen automatically, at the click of a
button, so that it does not disrupt other activities. In particular, there should be no
additional programming involved in composing a refactoring.3
Program-independent composition means that composition must be possible without
knowing the program(s) to which the composite should be applied later on.
Otherwise the composition would have to be repeated for every target program,
yielding no benefit over repeated sequential execution of individual refactorings.
Universally applicable composition means that the composition approach must be
applicable to arbitrary refactorings, independent of the basic conditions and
transformations from which they are composed and independent of any
programming language.
The approach that we propose is twofold. It involves
• a declarative, program-independent, universally applicable method for composition of
refactorings and
• identification of a minimal set of basic conditions and transformations from which legal
refactorings can be constructed.
In this paper we concentrate on the first aspect. In the examples that illustrate
our method, we use the “basic” conditions and transformations supported by the
jConditioner framework. These are largely inspired by the work of Roberts [31] and
represent just one pragmatic choice that should not be misunderstood as a proposal in the
second category. The minimal set of basic operations from which to construct legal refac-
torings is specific to every programming language and clearly not our focus here. Taking
3 For instance, creators of composite refactorings should not need to write any Smalltalk programs using the
API of the Smalltalk refactoring browser, or Java programs using the API of the Eclipse platform.
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advantage of the independence of our method from a particular set of basic operations, we
can defer answering this question without loss of generality. Work towards identification
of a minimal set of basic operations is reported, for instance, in [7] for a subset of Java.
1.3. Overview
Section 2 provides an informal description of the essence of our approach. It introduces
the concept of conditional transformations, identifies two basic operations on conditional
transformations (AND-sequences and OR-sequences), and points out that composition
is possible only for AND-sequences. Then it introduces the notion of a backward
transformation description and explains how it enables program-independent composition
of AND-sequences.
Section 3 gives a formal account of our approach to program-independent composition.
Section 4 extends the practical applicability of the basic approach by enabling
composition of refactorings that contain free parameters (instead of constant values) and
by showing how to treat partially undefined transformation descriptions.
Section 5 sketches the implementation of our approach in the jConditioner
framework and introduces ConTraCT, the Conditional Transformation Composition Tool
based on jConditioner.
Composition of a well known refactoring is demonstrated in Section 6. This example
illustrates some of the potentials and limits of our approach, which are discussed further
in Section 7. The limitations discussed provide the topics of ongoing and future activities,
addressed in Section 7.
Section 8 compares our approach to related work. Section 9 gives an account of the
current state of the project and concludes.
2. Approach
2.1. Conditional transformations (CTs)
Although the main motivation for this work and its primary application is in the domain
of refactorings, we take a broader approach. Complex changes to software require several
intermediate steps where the behavior of a program is not preserved [16]. Therefore, such
changes should be equally well supported.
In the following we will use conditional transformations as our basic concept.
A conditional transformation (CT) is a pair consisting of a precondition and a
transformation,4 where the transformation is performed on a given program only if its
precondition evaluates to true.
A refactoring is just a special form of conditional transformation—a behavior-
preserving one. Conditional transformations that are not behavior preserving are used
in aspect-oriented languages and tools and in the automatic implementation of design
patterns. Since conditional transformations are a generalization of these areas, all our
results apply equally to refactorings, generation of design pattern implementations and
4 The precondition can be a conjunction or disjunction of conditions. The transformation can be a sequence of
transformations.
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aspect-oriented transformations.5 The use of conditional transformations as a unified
infrastructure for each of these areas is investigated by different members of our group.
2.2. What is composition of conditional transformations?
Composition of a sequence of conditional transformations means creation of
a functionally equivalent conditional transformation. This includes derivation of a
precondition for the composite CT on the basis of the preconditions of the composed CTs.
We use the term composite CT to denote the result of the composition and composed CT
to denote one of the elements of the sequence that served as input. The precondition of the
composite CT is also called the joint precondition of the sequence [31].
2.3. Can any sequence be composed?
Composition is neither possible nor sensible for every kind of input sequence. Consider,
for instance, the “Encapsulate Field” refactoring [17], discussed in Section 6. It consists of
creating accessor methods (using the AddGetter and AddSetter refactorings) and replacing
direct accesses to the field by invocations of the accessor methods (with the aid of
useAccessors).
The characteristic of this sequence is that the first two refactorings make sense even if
the third is inapplicable (we want accessor methods for all fields, independent of whether
there are direct field accesses or not).6 Also, the third refactoring makes sense without
the first two (if accessor methods already exist one does not need to add any—it suffices to
replace direct variable accesses by accessor invocations). Thus, as a whole, this refactoring
cannot be composed, that is, there is no functionally equivalent single CT.7
2.3.1. OR-sequences
Obviously, in this example, there is no assumption as regards which transformation from
the sequence will be applied: it may be none, or the first, or the second, or all. Therefore,
we call this an OR-sequence, in order to differentiate it from the special AND-sequence
introduced next. During execution of an OR-sequence, each precondition may fail so the
corresponding transformation will not be applied. Still, the rest of the sequence will be
evaluated.
An OR-sequence is the simplest form of sequence in that the preconditions of the
individual CTs are not related in any way. Therefore, composition is neither sensible
nor correct—combining the preconditions of AddGetter, AddSetter and useAccessors
(Section 6) would simply be wrong. For instance, we do not want the preconditions
of AddGetter (that a getter method does not exist) to constrain also the execution of
useAccessors. Otherwise we would not replace field accesses by invocations of pre-existing
getters. This effect is illustrated and discussed in more detail at the end of Section 6.3.1.
What is important here is that there is no way to combine the two preconditions such that
5 We do not mean that every aspect-oriented concept can be expressed conveniently by program
transformations. However, those that can be expressed as transformations can be composed using our approach.
6 If your intuition is different, please consult our definition of these refactorings in Section 6.
7 However, parts of “Encapsulate Field” can be composed, as shown in Section 6.
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the combination guards both transformations. Only then would we have a composite CT,
consisting of one condition part and one transformation part. Otherwise, we would just
have restructured one OR-sequence into another one.
2.3.2. AND-sequences
In many transformation scenarios we do not want execution to continue if one CT in a
sequence fails. On the contrary, we often want to make sure that each of the transformations
in a sequence is applied—the first and the second and all the others. Therefore, this kind
of sequence is called an AND sequence.8 For instance, assume that for implementing the
strategy design pattern, one transformation creates a Strategy class and latter ones add
members to that class [31]. Then it does not make sense to try the later ones if creation
of the Strategy class failed in the first place. Also, we do not want to stop in the middle,
say, after creation of an incomplete strategy class. Correspondingly, execution of an AND-
sequence of conditional transformations applies each transformation, provided that each
precondition is true when it is checked. Otherwise, none of the transformations are applied.
2.4. Why compose?
Composition offers multiple benefits. It can enable otherwise hard to perform refactor-
ings, optimize the composite CT with respect to the initial sequence and guarantee atomic
execution of the composite CT, even on infrastructures that provide no rollback support.
2.4.1. Enabling refactorings
The composition process can infer that earlier refactorings set up the preconditions for
later ones. For instance, the condition that a particular class exists could be ensured by a
preceding transformation that adds that class. Such implied preconditions are redundant
and can be eliminated.
This is particularly useful when the redundant preconditions are very hard to evaluate
by static program analysis. For example, if one wants to move variables from one class to
another, there needs to be a 1–1 relationship between those classes, and it is usually hard to
infer that. However, if one has just created the second class by splitting it from the first, it
will be obvious. In this case, a composite refactoring can do something that would be very
hard to do one refactoring at a time [31].
2.4.2. Optimizing refactorings
In addition to the above enabling effect, elimination of a precondition whose truth
can be inferred has an optimizing effect. In the case of Encapsulate Field, for instance,
11 conditions can be eliminated (see Section 7.1). Thus a composite refactoring is more
efficient than the original sequence. The speed-up depends on the eliminated conditions.
It is particularly noticeable for “global” conditions, whose costs depend on the size
of the program. The effect of eliminating global conditions can add up quickly and
make a significant difference if the refactorings are executed on large programs. This
is due to the fact that the cost of condition evaluation often dominates the costs of
8 In Roberts’ dissertation [31], AND-sequences are called chains.
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Fig. 1. (a) Execution of an AND-sequence: if one precondition fails the effects of all the previous transformations
have to be undone. For example, failure of C3 requires rollback of T2 and T1. (b) Execution of an equivalent
composed CT whose precondition can be checked before performing any of the related transformations. Each Ci
is the contribution of condition Ci to the composed precondition.
transformations—many transformations are local whereas the related condition checking is
global. For instance, deleting a method parameter is a constant time local change, whereas
checking whether this is legal requires searching all call sites in the program.
2.4.3. Avoiding rollback
The main problem of AND-sequence application is that we cannot say in advance
whether one of the conditions in the sequence will fail or not. So we must be prepared
for the case where, after execution of some transformations, a check fails, which implies
that we have to undo the effects of the previous transformations, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
In contrast, the rollback problem would not arise if it were possible to derive one equivalent
conditional transformation whose precondition can be checked on the initial program
before performing any transformation, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
Note that rollback is conceptually different from undoing a successful application of
a sequence. Undo happens under the control of the user, when they decide that the old
program version was better. Rollback is triggered by the system, as a way to recover
from the application of an AND-sequence that failed after having already performed some
transformations.
Being forced to roll back transformations that have just been performed is highly
undesirable. In the first place, it is a waste of resources (time and space spent on analyzing
and transforming the program). In addition, rollback complicates the transformation
infrastructure. It requires one to maintain all the information necessary for returning to
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the state before the start of the transaction, even in systems that would otherwise need no
undo support because they are not meant to be used interactively.
2.5. How does one derive the precondition of a composite CT?
In order to derive a joint precondition for all the transformations in a sequence, one
cannot simply build the conjunction of all conditions contained in the composed CTs.
Doing so would neglect the transformations performed between the evaluations of the
different conditions. For instance, assume that a condition checks existence of a class
MyClass that has been created by a previous transformation. Obviously, checking that
MyClass exists before creating it will lead to an undesired failure of the check, and
hence of the entire AND-sequence. This small example illustrates that derivation of a joint
precondition must take into account the effect of transformations. The contribution of each
single precondition to the joint precondition is subject to the accumulated effects of all
previous transformations.
2.5.1. Transformation descriptions
Obviously, we need a way to describe the effects of program transformations on
the conditions that hold for a given program. This observation leads to the notion of
a transformation description. A transformation description is a function that transforms
conditions in a way that reflects the effect of a particular program transformation.
For each program transformation one can describe its effects on conditions either
“forward” or “backward”. A forward description of a transformation T takes a condition
that holds (immediately) before the transformation is performed and returns the condition
that will hold (immediately) afterwards. A backward description of a transformation T
takes a condition that is assumed to hold immediately after completion of T and produces
the equivalent condition to be checked before performing T . For instance, the backward
description of the AddClass(class) transformation would replace, among others,
• an ExistsClass(class) condition with TRUE,
• an ExistsField(class, field) condition with FALSE, because the newly added class is
empty and hence contains no fields,
• an IsInheritedField(class, field) condition with IsVisible(java.lang.Object,
field, class), because the newly added class can inherit only from the class
java.lang.Object.
This means that
• an ExistsClass(class) condition to be checked after an AddClass(class)
transformation can be eliminated—it does not need to be performed at run time, since
its truth has already been established statically;
• an ExistsField(class, field) condition to be checked after an AddClass(class)
transformation prevents the entire condition and transformation sequence form being
executed (since its failure has already been established statically);
• instead of checking after AddClass(class) whether class inherits field, we can check in
advance that field is contained in java.lang.Object and that it will be visible to a
class named class (where class is a fully qualified name).
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Because we want to derive the preconditions to be checked before performing any of the
transformations in a sequence, we are interested in backward transformation descriptions.
In general, a transformation description can map a particular condition C to
• another condition, C ′, (including TRUE and FALSE),
• C itself or
• † (undefined).
Whenever the backward description of a transformation T maps a condition C to
another condition C ′ (different from †), it means that evaluating C ′ on any program P
that existed prior to the application of T is the same as evaluating C on the corresponding
program transformed by T :
C ′(P) = C(T (P)).
As a special case, the description of a transformation T maps a condition C to itself
if and only if the transformation does not add, delete or modify any program elements that
influence the truth of C . Otherwise, it would not be true that
C(P) = C(T (P))
for any program P . For instance, the AddField transformation does not influence the
existence of classes. So its backward description maps the ExistsClass condition to
itself.
In contrast, consider the transformation ReplaceReadAccesses, which replaces
direct field accesses by the invocation of an accessor method, and the condition
IsReferencedFieldOutsideClass, which checks whether there are any read or
write accesses to a field outside its defining class. The backward description of
ReplaceReadAccesses cannot leave the IsReferencedFieldOutsideClass condition
unchanged, since the transformation eliminates program elements (read accesses) that are
relevant for the truth of the condition.
This example also illustrates the basic theoretical limitation of our approach: it is
not always possible to provide a condition C ′ such that C ′(P) = C(T (P)) for all
programs P . The ReplaceReadAccesses transformation obviously influences the truth
of the condition IsReferencedFieldOutsideClass. However, we cannot provide any
condition (including TRUE and FALSE and C itself) that fulfils the above equation. So we
have an undefined result, which is expressed by mapping the input condition to †.
If application of a backward description yields †, composition cannot be performed.
This means that the input AND-sequence cannot be replaced statically by one equivalent
conditional transformation. However, it is still possible to simplify the input sequence,
including composition of subsequences, as shown in Section 4.1. In addition, a careful
design of the condition and transformation language can significantly reduce the number
of cases in which transformation descriptions are undefined (see the discussion in
Section 7).
2.5.2. Use of transformation descriptions for composition
The essential technical problem in composing an equivalent conditional transformation
for a given AND-sequence is the derivation of its precondition. In order to derive the
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joint precondition, we start with Cn , the last condition in the sequence. By applying the
backward description of the preceding transformation, Tn−1, we determine the equivalent
version of Cn to be checked before performing Tn−1. This gives us additional conditions to
be added conjunctively to the preceding condition, Cn−1. Now we must iterate this process
with the extended version of Cn−1 until we determine the extended version of the first
condition. This is the joint precondition we were looking for.
2.5.3. Transformation descriptions versus “postconditions”
An alternative to the algorithm sketched above would be to start from the precondition
of the first transformation in the sequence and use a forward transformation description
to calculate the condition that holds after the transformation. Elements that are true in the
calculated condition may be deleted from the precondition of the second transformation.
The remaining ones are not influenced by the transformation and are part of the joint
precondition. By iterating this process until the end of the sequence is reached, we get
the complete joint precondition.
This alternative process is very similar to the approach of Roberts [31]. The
main distinction is that Roberts uses not transformations of logic terms (our forward
descriptions) but transformations of interpretations of such terms (which he calls
“postconditions”, following Opdyke [29]). A detailed discussion of Roberts’ approach is
contained in the related work section. Here we just want to give a first rough comparison
and point out the analogy between forward transformation descriptions and postconditions.
We avoid using the term “postcondition” ourselves, since it would be mildly misleading.
Postconditions are the conditions that hold after a transformation. Transformations of
interpretations are not postconditions; they are used to derive postconditions.
3. Formal model
This section gives a formal account of conditional transformations and of their
program-independent composition. We start by introducing the notation used in the
following:
• We use range indexes as a shorthand notation for sequences. For instance, P1...n
replaces P1, . . . , Pn . Where nothing else is mentioned, n ≥ 2; that is, the sequence
has at least two elements.
• The symbol Π denotes the set of all programs. Note that we do not need to define
what a program is, since programs are never accessed directly but only via conditions.
Conditions abstract programs and programming languages.
• The symbol ◦ denotes composition of mappings: ( f ◦ g)(x) = f (g(x)).
• The notation dom( f ) denotes the domain of the mapping f .
• The symbol † means undefined. For instance, we express that function f is undefined
for value a by writing f (a) = †, or f : a → †.
• The symbols true, false, ∧, ∨ and ¬ denote the usual boolean values and operators.
• The symbol  separates the condition and the transformation part of a conditional
transformation (see Definition 3).
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3.1. Conditional transformations
In this section we define the basic objects on which we operate: conditional
transformations and OR-sequences and AND-sequences of CTs.
Conditions are total predicates over programs. The constant conditions (TRUE and
FALSE) always map to the same boolean value (true resp. false). The set of all conditions
is denoted by Γ . Conjunctive (resp. disjunctive) composition of conditions is reduced to
their conjunctive (resp. disjunctive) evaluation.
Definition 1 (Condition).
C : Π → {true, false} condition (1)
Γ := {C | C : Π → {true, false}} condition language. (2)
For all P ∈ Π
TRUE(P) := true, constant cond. TRUE (3)
FALSE(P) := false, constant cond. FALSE (4)
(A ∧ B)(P) := A(P) ∧ B(P) conjunction of conditions (5)
(A ∨ B)(P) := A(P) ∨ B(P) disjunction of conditions. (6)
A transformation T is a total mapping between programs. τ is the set of all
transformations. Composition of transformations is standard function composition.
Definition 2 (Transformation).
T : Π → Π transformation (7)
τ := {T | T : Π → Π } transformation language (8)
(T2 ◦ T1)(p) := T2(T1(p)) composition of transformations. (9)
Basic conditions (resp. transformations) are simply those that are not composed
from other conditions (resp. transformations). The basic conditions implemented in
jConditioner are listed in Appendix A and the supported basic transformations are listed
in Appendix B.
A conditional transformation is a pair consisting of a condition C and a transfor-
mation T . The condition C is called the precondition of the conditional transformation.
Application of the conditional transformation to a program P results in the unmodified
program P , if evaluating the precondition on P yields false, and in the application of T
to P , otherwise.
Definition 3 (Conditional Transformation and its Application).
CT = (C  T ) : C ∈ Γ , T ∈ τ (10)
CT(P) =
{
T (P), if C(P) = true
P, if C(P) = false. (11)
Execution of a sequence of conditional transformations means applying the first
conditional transformation to the initial program and every later conditional transformation
in the sequence to the result produced by the previous one. If there are no additional
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constraints, we talk about an OR-sequence. If we assume that every transformation in the
sequence is applied, we have an AND-sequence.
Definition 4 (OR-Sequence). Let P be the initial program to which an OR-sequence of
conditional transformations CT1...n≥2 is applied. The evaluation of the OR-sequence on P
is defined as standard mathematical function composition:
ORCT1...n (P) := CTn ◦ · · · ◦ CT1(P) (12)
= CTn(. . . (CT1(P)) . . .). (13)
An AND-sequence applies each transformation, provided that each precondition is true
when it is checked. Otherwise, none of the transformations is applied.
Definition 5 (AND-Sequence). Let P be the initial program to which an AND-sequence
of conditional transformations CT1...n≥2 is applied. The evaluation of the AND-sequence
on P is defined as
ANDCT1...n (P) :=
{
Tn ◦ · · · ◦ T1(P), if C1(P0) ∧ · · · ∧ Cn(Pn−1)
P, otherwise (14)
where the intermediate program versions are defined as
P0 := P (15)
Pi := Ti ◦ · · · ◦ T1(P), for i = 1 . . . n. (16)
Note that each condition is evaluated on a different program version, as illustrated also
in Fig. 1. The definition of Pi in Eq. (16) reflects the intermediate program after application
of the first i transformations from CT1...n , under the assumption that all conditions C1...i
were true. This assumption holds only for AND-sequences. It is the main prerequisite for
the composition of CTs.
3.2. The joint precondition
The essence of composition is the derivation of a precondition that can be checked
on the initial program before performing any transformation (cf. Section 2.2 and Fig. 1).
Evaluating this derived precondition on the initial program must be equivalent to
evaluating each partial condition Ci on the corresponding intermediate program version
(see Definition 5). This equivalence is the defining property of the joint precondition:
Definition 6 (Joint Precondition Property). Let P be the initial program to which an
AND-sequence of conditional transformations CT1...n≥2 is applied and let P0, . . . , Pn−1
be the intermediate program versions during application of the sequence (see Definition 5).
The joint precondition of the AND-sequence, JointCond(CT1...n), is defined as
∀P ∈ Π : JointCond(CT1...n)(P) : C1(P0) ∧ · · · ∧ Cn(Pn−1). (17)
3.3. Backward transformation description
Definition 6 is purely declarative—it simply states the defining property of the joint
precondition (its equivalence to the right-hand-side condition) but does not tell us how to
derive a precondition that has this property. Constructive derivation of a joint precondition
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is based on backward transformation descriptions, introduced informally in Section 2.5.1
and formalized in the following.
Definition 7 (Backward Transformation Description). A backward description BDT of a
transformation T is a (possibly partial) function that, given a condition C to be checked
after applying T , computes a semantically equivalent condition that can be checked on the
original program P , before applying T :
BDT : Γ → Γ (18)
∀C ∈ dom(BDT ),∀P ∈ Π : BDT (C)(P) :⇔ C(T (P)). (19)
The backward description of a conditional transformation CT = (C  T ), with
C ∈ Γ , T ∈ τ is the backward description of its transformation part T :
BDCT := BDT . (20)
In Eq. (19) above, BDT (C) denotes the application of the transformation description of
T to the condition C and BDT (C)(P) denotes the evaluation of the derived precondition
on the initial program. What is important in this context is that BDT (C) is independent
of the P . Transformation descriptions thus let us determine preconditions in a program-
independent way. This enables us to compose conditional transformations statically and
reuse the result of the composition whenever necessary.
Coming back to the example of the AddClass transformation, the effects discussed in
Section 2.5.1 (bullet list) are expressed formally by the following backward description.
A more complete backward description of the AddClass transformation is shown in
Example 3.3.




ExistsField(class, F) → FALSE
IsInheritedField(class, F) → IsVisible(java.lang.Object, F, class)
3.4. Program-independent composition
The program-independent notion of backward transformation description can be used
to define a program-independent composition operator ⊕ (see Definition 10) for AND-
sequences of conditional transformations.
Let us assume that we want to create a refactoring AddClassWithField(class,
fieldname, fieldtype) that consists of the atomic execution of an AddClass(class)
refactoring followed by an AddField(class, fieldname, fieldtype) refactoring. This is
written up formally in Example 3.2 and will be the running example in this section.
Example 3.2 (Composition of AddClassWithField).
AddClassWithField(class, fname, ftype)
= AddClassRefactoring(class)
⊕ AddFieldRefactoring(class, fname, ftype)
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such that for all program P
AddClassWithField(class, fname, ftype)(P)
= ANDAddClassRefactoring(class),AddFieldRefactoring(class, fname, ftype)(P)















The first step towards a definition of the composition operator ⊕ is the definition of the
contribution of one precondition to a previous one within the same AND-sequence. The
precondition of a composite CT that is functionally equivalent to the initial AND-sequence
is derived by iterative computation of such contributions (Definition 10).
Definition 8 (Contribution of CT j to the Precondition of CTk). For an AND-sequence of
conditional transformations CT1...n≥2 we define for j = 1 . . . n the contribution of CT j to
the precondition of CTk≤ j , Contrib jk , to be
Contrib jj := C j for j = 1 . . .n
Contrib jk := BDTk ◦ BDTk+1 ◦ · · · ◦ BDTj−1(C j ) for k = 1 . . . j − 1, j = 2 . . .n
(21)
For example, in the case of n = 3 we have
Contrib33 = C3 − contribution of CT3 to precondition 3
Contrib32 = BDT2(C3) − contribution of CT3 to precondition 2
Contrib31 = BDT1 ◦ BDT2(C3) − contribution of CT3 to precondition 1
Contrib22 = C2 − contribution of CT2 to precondition 2
Contrib21 = BDT1(C2) − contribution of CT2 to precondition 1
Contrib11 = C1 − contribution of CT1 to precondition 1.
9 CanAccessType(class, type) is true if the type type is accessible from the class class.
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We can now calculate what the precondition of the AddFieldRefactoring contributes to
the precondition of the preceding AddClassRefactoring:
Example 3.3 (Contribution of AddField to the Preceding AddClass). By Definition 8
the contribution of AddFieldRefactoring(class, fname, ftype) to the precondition of
AddClassRefactoring(class) in the composition from Example 3.2 is
ContribAddFieldRefactoring(class, fname, ftype)AddClassRefactoring(class)
= BDAddClass(class)(CAddFieldRefactoring(class, fname, ftype))
In order to calculate this, we need the backward description of AddClass. It is10
BDAddClass(class) := ExistsClass(C), ExistsType(C), CanModifyClass(C)
→
{
TRUE, if C = class




FALSE, if C = class




IsVisible(java.lang.Object, F, class), if C = class




TRUE, if C = type = class
SELF, if C = class ∨ type = class
By applying BDAddClass to the precondition of AddFieldRefactoring(class, fname,
ftype) we get
ContribAddFieldRefactoring(class, fname, ftype)AddClassRefactoring(class)




∧ IsVisible(java.lang.Object, name, class)
∧ ExistsType(type)
∧ CanAccessType(class, type)
= IsVisible(java.lang.Object, name, class)
∧ ExistsType(type)
∧ CanAccessType(class, type)
This example illustrates how the application of a backward transformation description
• eliminates some conditions (ExistsClass, CanModifyClass and ExistsField),
• modifies others (IsVisible(java.lang.Object, name, class) replaces IsInheri-
tedField(class, fname)) and
10 The result SELF denotes mapping of a value to itself. For brevity, we show here only the mappings relevant
in this example. See [24,25] for a complete version.
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• preserves those that are not influenced by the respective transformation (ExistsType
and CanAccessType).
Because transformation descriptions are partial functions we need to exclude the cases
in which they are applied to conditions on which they are undefined. This is the purpose of
the following definition.
Definition 9 (Valid Composition). The composition of a conditional transformation
sequence CT1...n is valid if, for k = 1 . . . n − 1, the backward transformation description








: ∀k = 1 . . . n − 1, j = k + 1 . . .n :
Contrib jk+1 ∈ dom(BDTk ).
(22)
For instance, the composition of the refactorings from Example 3.3 is valid:
Example 3.4 (Validity of AddClassWithFieldRefactoring). Let CT1, CT2 be defined
as in Example 3.3. Then
Valid(CT1 ⊕ CT2) = Contrib22 ∈ dom(BDT1)
= C2 ∈ dom(BDAddClass(class))
which is obviously true, since we have calculated BDAddClass(class)(C2) in Example 3.3.
We can now give a concise definition of the program-independent composition operator.
Informally, the result of a valid composition is a conditional transformation, whose
transformation is the composition of the individual transformations Ti and whose
precondition is the conjunction of the contributions of all CTi to the precondition of CT1.
Definition 10 (Program-Independent Composition Operator). The program-independent
composition of a conditional transformation sequence CTi=1...n is defined as
n⊕
i=1
CTi := CT1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ CTn :=
{
(Cjoint  Tjoint), if; Valid(⊕ni=1 CTi )
†, otherwise (23)
where
Cjoint := Contrib11 ∧ Contrib21 ∧ · · · ∧ Contribn1 (24)
Tjoint := Tn ◦ Tn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ T1. (25)
The condition Cjoint defined in Definition 10 above is the constructive version of the joint
precondition that we sought. This is proved in Lemma 14, Appendix C. The composition
process is illustrated in Fig. 2. For brevity, Contrib jk is written as C
j
k in the figure.
Using the previous definition we can calculate the composition of the conditional
transformations from Examples 3.3 and 3.4.



























Fig. 2. Program-independent composition of conditional transformations from Fig. 1. The precondition of the
composite is derived incrementally by application of backward transformation descriptions.
Example 3.5 (Static Composition of AddClassWithField). Let CT1 and CT2 be de-
fined as in Example 3.3. From Example 3.4 we know that the composition CT1 ⊕ CT2
is valid. Thus
AddClassWithField(class, name, type)
= CT1 ⊕ CT2
= (Cjoint  Tjoint) by Example 3.4
= (Contrib11 ∧ Contrib21, T2 ◦ T1) by Definition 10
By expanding Contrib11 to C1, the precondition of AddClass, and Contrib
2
1 to its value
calculated in Example 3.3 we get
AddClassWithField(class, name, type)
= ¬ExistsClass(class) Contrib11
∧ IsVisible(Object, name, class) Contrib21∧ ExistsType(type)
∧ CanAccessType(class, type),

AddField(class, name, type) T2
◦ AddClass(class) T1
Now we can state the main result of this section: the equivalence of applying an AND-
sequence and of applying the composite created from that sequence, whenever the latter is
valid.
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Lemma 11 (Correctness of Composition Operator ). Let CT1...n be an AND-sequence










CTi (P) = ANDCT1...n (P). (26)
Proof. See Appendix C.
Based on the existence of backward transformation descriptions for each Ti in a
sequence, produces a new conditional transformation CTresult. In order for CTresult to
be usable for building even more complex compositions, it must itself have a backward
transformation description. The next lemma says that CTresult does indeed have its own
backward transformation description, which can be computed as the composition of the
individual transformation descriptions:
Lemma 12 (Backward Description for AND Composition).
BD⊕n
i=1 CTi = BDTn◦Tn−1◦···◦T1
= BDTn ◦ BDTn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ BDT1 .
The equality of the two lines above follows from Eq. (C.7) of Lemma 16.
Thus it is possible to compose arbitrarily complex conditional transformations from a
limited set of basic conditions and transformations. This composition can be performed
statically, independently of a program to which the conditional transformations are to be
applied. If valid, the composition is correct.
Invalid compositions correspond to combinations of transformations and conditions
for which it is not possible to describe statically how the condition is influenced by the
transformation. This issue is addressed in the next section.
4. Extensions of the basic model
In order to widen its practical applicability, the basic composition algorithm described
in the previous chapter is extended to deal with
• invalid composition and
• composition of CTs containing free parameters (not just constants).
4.1. Treatment of invalid compositions
If a backward description is applied to a condition on which it is not defined, the
composition cannot be performed, in the sense that it is not possible to create one equivalent
conditional transformation for the input AND-sequence. However, it is still possible to
create a simplified AND-sequence. This can be done in two ways:
Separate composition of subsequences. One option is to create a separate composite for
each subsequence on which the composition is valid. Then the result is the initial
AND-sequence in which every new composite replaces the input subsequence
from which it was created.
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As an example, consider an AND-sequence with four elements, say,
〈CT1, CT2, CT3, CT4〉 where every element’s precondition contains two
subconditions, Ci = ci1 ∧ ci2 for i = 1 . . .4, and let us assume that the backward
description of the second transformation is undefined on the second subcondition
of CT3, that is BDT2(c32) = †. Then “separate composition of subsequences”
yields
〈(C1 ∧ Contrib21  T2 ◦ T1), (C3 ∧ Contrib43  T4 ◦ T3)〉.
Maximum propagation. The above option stops calculating a joint precondition for the
entire sequence as soon as a backward description returns an undefined result
on a given (sub)condition ci j of Ci . In contrast, maximum propagation gathers as
much of the joint precondition as can be determined statically. It simply continues
calculating the contribution of the other subconditions of Ci to the (global) joint
precondition. At the same time it gathers all subconditions ci j on which the
backward description was undefined in a “residual” version Cresi of the respective
precondition Ci . The residual version Cresi contains all the subconditions that
cannot be evaluated before execution of the preceding transformations T1...i−1.
The result of this process is the initial AND-sequence in which
• every residual precondition Cresi replaces the respective initial precondition Ci
and
• every CTi with empty residual precondition is eliminated from the sequence
and its transformation Ti is added to the transformation part of it predecessor
CTi−1.
On the same example as above, “maximum propagation” yields
〈(C1 ∧ Contrib21 ∧ Contrib311 ∧ Contrib41  T2 ◦ T1), (c32  T4 ◦ T3)〉.
The example shows nicely how maximum propagation gathers as much of the joint pre-
condition as can be determined statically. Only the condition c32, which cannot be treated
statically, is evaluated after the transformations T1 and T2 have been performed. Thus the
risk of having to roll back is reduced, compared to the first option, where four conditions11
are evaluated after T1 and T2. Maximum propagation is clearly the method of choice.
4.2. Treatment of free parameters during composition
Careful readers will have already noted from the examples presented so far that
conditions, transformations and CTs may have parameters. Nevertheless, in order to keep
the formalism as simple as possible, we have ignored parameters in our basic model. In this
section we still do not want to bloat the model with a full formal treatment of parameters.
However, we want to discuss the issues where care is required when extending it with
parameters.
If composition is performed independently of a particular program, most parameters
of the basic refactorings do not have values at the time of composition (we say that
they are free). Free parameters have a direct impact on the evaluation of backward
11 C3 ∧ Contrib43 = c31 ∧ c32 ∧ Contrib413 ∧ Contrib423 ; thus there are four subconditions.
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transformation descriptions. The reason is that many backward descriptions need to check
equality between parameters of a transformation and parameters of conditions to which
the transformation’s description is applied (cf. Example 3.3). Therefore, the main step
in dealing with free parameters during composition is to define equality of possibly free
parameters.
In the following definition, A == B denotes that A and B are identical parameters,
free(A) denotes that the parameter A has no value yet, const(A) denotes that A is a
constant.
Definition 13 (Three-Valued Equality of Parameters). We denote the three-valued (true,
false, undefined) equality of A and B by A ∼ B and define it as follows:
A ∼ B :=


A = B if const(A) ∧ const(B)
TRUE if free(A) ∧ free(B) ∧ A == B
† if (free(A) ∧ free(B) ∧ A == B)
∨(free(A) ∧ const(B))
∨(free(B) ∧ const(A))
A  B :=


TRUE, if (A ∼ B) = FALSE
FALSE, if (A ∼ B) = TRUE
†, if (A ∼ B) = †
The above definition of A ∼ B falls back to standard mathematical equality if constant
values are compared. Otherwise, it returns TRUE if two identical free parameters are
compared and † in all other cases where at least one free parameter is compared. Returning
TRUE in the former case expresses that two identical parameters will always have identical
values. Returning † in the latter cases expresses that we can neither guarantee nor rule out
that the corresponding parameters will be bound to equal values at run time.
The example in Section 6 shows that identical parameters in the transformations and
conditions of different CTs in a sequence occur quite often, since they are the normal
means for expressing the logical interdependencies within a CT sequence. Therefore, the
above definition significantly reduces the number of cases in which equality comparisons
are undefined.
In order to take advantage of this definition, we just need to replace all uses of ‘=’ and
‘ =’ in backward transformation descriptions by ‘∼’ and ‘’ and define in addition that
whenever an equality comparison is undefined, the entire mapping is undefined. Then, the





TRUE, if C ∼ class




FALSE, if C ∼ class
SELF, if C  class




IsVisible(java.lang.Object, F, class), if C ∼ class




TRUE, if C ∼ type ∼ class
SELF, if C  class ∨ type  class
The above definition is used, for instance, during the composition
AddClassRefactoring(class) ⊕ AddFieldRefactoring(class, fname, ftype)
from Example 3.2 in the calculation of the contribution
ContribAddFieldRefactoring(class, fname, ftype)AddClassRefactoring(class)
= BDAddClass(class)(CAddFieldRefactoring(class, fname, ftype))
The backward description is applied to each subcondition in the conjunctive precondition
of AddFieldRefactoring(class, fname, ftype), for instance, to ExistsClass(class).
This requires evaluating the equality class ∼ class (instead of class = class). Because
we are comparing identical free parameters, the comparison succeeds and the condition
can be mapped to TRUE (in contrast, the equality class = class is undefined if class is
a free parameter). Repeating this process on all subconditions yields the result shown in
Example 3.3.
5. Implementation
All the concepts described so far are implemented in jConditioner, a framework
for creating, composing, storing, loading and executing conditional transformations of
Java programs. Its utility has been demonstrated by using it as the back-end for the
implementation of a practical refactoring tool.
5.1. ConTraCT
ConTraCT, our Conditional Transformation Composition Tool, is a refactoring editor
for Java. It provides a set of atomic conditions and transformations along with the ability to
edit, store, load and inspect individual CTs as well as OR-sequences and AND-sequences
of CTs. Naturally, AND-sequences can be composed and the composition result treated
like any manually created CT.12 In addition ConTraCT supports application and undo of
CTs, like traditional refactoring tools.
Currently, ConTraCT is still an experimental system. It exists in various versions,
developed to gain experience in different domains that we considered essential. For
experimenting on the interaction with different other tools we developed a stand-alone
version, a plug-in for the Together CASE tool (see Fig. 3), and a plug-in for the Java
12 This implies that AND-sequences can also be nested inside OR-sequences. However, by definition, the
opposite is not possible.
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Fig. 3. ConTraCT as plug-in for Together Control-Center version 5.5.
development tool of the Eclipse platform. Recent work has focused on the Eclipse plug-
in, which was implemented in three different versions, providing different user interaction
metaphors.
The Eclipse version’s ability to store edited refactorings as XML files has proved
invaluable in utilizing the tool. It makes it easy to explore the limits of the currently
supported basic conditions and transformations just by trying to edit and compose various
refactorings implemented by other tools or described in the literature. This has led to many
recent changes to the API supported in the original version of the tool.13 Restructuring and
“tuning” the API such that the conditions and transformations fit well to each other (see
Section 7.2) is a subject of ongoing work.
5.2. jConditioner
jConditioner is our refactoring framework for Java programs, on which the
ConTraCT tool is based. All the essential functionalities are implemented at this level,
including the ability to edit, apply and compose conditional transformations in a program-
independent way.
13 The basic conditions implemented in the initial versions of ConTraCT and jConditioner are listed in
Appendix A. The basic transformations are listed in Appendix B.
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In its current version, the framework defines the supported conditions and
transformations as abstract classes, making the core of the framework independent of a
particular low level representation of programs. The backward description of a particular
transformation is implemented in the corresponding abstract class of the framework.
Thus programmers who want to implement jConditioner’s transformation language on
a particular infrastructure (e.g. Eclipse) do not need to care about the complexities of
backward descriptions. They just have to implement the usual apply and undo operations,
inheriting the machinery provided in the abstract class layer.
jConditionerprovides a complete implementation of its condition and transformation
language, using RECODER [30] for the analysis and transformation of source code and
BCEL [13] for the analysis of class files.
The initial versions of ConTraCT and jConditioner are available on the web at
http://javalab.cs.uni-bonn.de/research/contract/. The Eclipse plug-in has not yet been
released publicly since it is still the subject of ongoing work. It can be obtained upon
request.
6. Static composition of encapsulate field refactoring
In the previous section we illustrated the details of our approach on a very small running
example. In order to prevent giving the impression that the approach is applicable only
to trivial cases, we demonstrate in this section the composition of a non-toy refactoring:
Fowler’s Encapsulate Field [17].
In the course of the example we take the opportunity to discuss also an issue that was just
touched on briefly so far: the initial assembly of a CT sequence, including the specification
of its internal dependencies in terms of parameter equalities and subdivision into AND- and
OR-sequences. This section presents these steps in the order in which they are performed
when using ConTraCT.
6.1. Defining the CT sequence
The Encapsulate Field refactoring includes
(1) adding getter and setter methods for an existing field,
(2) replacing accesses to the field by calls to the newly created methods,
(3) making the field private, to ensure that all field accesses are through the new
methods.
These actions correspond to the following sequence of predefined conditional
transformations (italic, capital spelling denotes Parameters, whereas typewriter font is for
parameter values, CTs, conditions and transformations):
• AddGetter(Class1, Field1, FieldType1, MethodName1)
• AddSetter(Class2, Field1, FieldType2, MethodName2)
• ReplaceReadAccesses(Class3, Field3, MethodName3)
• ReplaceWriteAccesses(Class4, Field4, MethodName4)
• ChangeFieldAccessToPrivate(Class5, Field5).
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The above reflects the initial state of the sequence. In order to avoid name clashes, the
parameters of every refactoring are given unique names when the refactoring is added to
a sequence. This is required, because a tool cannot know which parameters of different
refactorings should be equal. It can neither rely on accidentally equal nor on accidentally
different parameter names.
So the user must specify the consistent setting of parameters. In our example, all five
refactorings should refer to the same class, the same field and the same field type whereas
the method names must be the same in the first and third refactoring and in the second and
fourth one.14
Besides of the consistent use of parameters, we need to specify what kind of sequence
we want. In this example, neither a single OR-sequence nor a single AND-sequence
would be appropriate. Only the last three refactorings form a logical unit that is to be
executed atomically: reducing the visibility of the fields is correct only if all direct read
and write accesses have been replaced by invocations of the accessor methods. However,
use of accessor methods may not be made dependent on their introduction via the first
two refactorings. Otherwise, pre-existing accessors would be ignored.15 Taking these two
considerations together, this is what we really want:
EncapsulateField(Class, Field, Type, GetterName, SetterName)
= OR(AddGetter(Class, Field, FieldType, GetterName),
AddSetter(Class, Field, FieldType, SetterName),
AND(ReplaceReadAccesses(Class, Field, FieldType, GetterName),
ReplaceWriteAccesses(Class, Field, FieldType, SetterName),
ChangeFieldAccessToPrivate(Class, Field))
)
Whereas this is a trivial example, the complexity of the internal dependencies (parameter
settings and AND/OR structure) grows with the complexity of refactoring sequences. So,
being able to create and store CT sequences is very convenient for users. The preassembled
sequences are easier and safer to use, since the tedious and error-prone process of
specifying the internal dependencies does not have to be repeated whenever the sequence
is to be applied.
6.2. Definitions of CTs involved
The CTs for adding accessor methods check that the field and its type both exist and
that a corresponding accessor method does not exist already. Then the method is created
and its visibility is set to public.
CT1 = AddGetter(Class, Field, Type, GetterName)
= ExistsClass(Class)
14 Note that we are dealing with parameter names here, not with concrete values.
15 We will come back to this issue at the end of Section 6.3.1, when the definitions of the refactorings and the
result of the composition are known.




∧ FieldTypeEquals(Class, Field, Type)
∧¬ExistsMethod(Class, GetterName, [])

ChangeMethodAccess(Class, GetterName, [], public)
◦ SetBody(Class, GetterName, [], returnField;)
◦ AddMethod(Class, GetterName, Type, [], [])
CT2 = AddSetter(Class, Field, Type, SetterName)
= . . . first five conditions like in AddGetter . . .
∧¬ExistsMethod(Class, SetterName, [Type])

ChangeMethodAccess(Class, SetterName, [Type], public)
◦ SetBody(Class, SetterName, [Type], Field = newValue;)
◦ AddMethod(Class, SetterName, void, [Type], [newValue])
The two CTs for replacing accesses to a field by calls of its accessor methods check in
their precondition that the field and a corresponding accessor method exist already and that
the visibility of the accessor is greater than or equal to the visibility of the field:
CT3 = ReplaceReadAccesses(Class, Field, Type, GetterName)
= ExistsClass(Class)
∧ ExistsField(Class, Field)
∧ ExistsMethod(Class, GetterName, [])
∧ ReturnTypeEquals(Class, GetterName, [], Type)
∧ GreaterVisibility(Class, GetterName, [], Field)

FieldReadsToMethodCall(Class, Field, GetterName)
CT4 = ReplaceWriteAccesses(Class, Field, Type, SetterName)
= ExistsClass(Class)
∧ ExistsField(Class, Field)
∧ ExistsMethod(Class, SetterName, [Type])
∧ ReturnTypeEquals(Class, SetterName, [Type], void)
∧ GreaterVisibility(Class, SetterName, [Type], Field)

FieldWritesToMethodCall(Class, Field, SetterName)
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The condition GreaterVisibility, used in the definition of ReplaceReadAccesses
and ReplaceWriteAccesses, is combined from several atomic conditions:
GreaterVisibility(Class, MethodName, ParamTypes, Field)
= MethodAccessEquals(Class, MethodName, ParamTypes, public)
∨ (MethodAccessEquals(Class, MethodName, ParamTypes, protected)
∧¬FieldAccessEquals(Class, Field, public))
∨(MethodAccessEquals(Class, MethodName, ParamTypes, package)
∧ (FieldAccessEquals(Class, Field, package)
∨ FieldAccessEquals(Class, Field, private)))
∨(MethodAccessEquals(Class, MethodName, ParamTypes, private)
∧ FieldAccessEquals(Class, Field, private))
The CT MakeFieldPrivate checks that there are no references to the field outside the
declaring class, before restricting its visibility:








In order to determine statically a concise version of the Encapsulate Field refactoring,
we can compose the AND-sequence that it contains. We perform the composition
UseAccessors(Class, Field, Type, GetterName, SetterName)
= CT3 ⊕ CT4 ⊕ CT5
The steps of the composition process are described in the following, in the order illustrated
in Fig. 4.
Step 1. The composition proceeds backwards, starting from the last CT in the sequence,





This precondition is passed to the backward description of the preceding CT, Replace-
WriteAccesses. Because this CT has only one transformation (FieldWritesToMethod-
Call) its backward description is that of this transformation (irrelevant mappings omitted):
BDReplaceWritetAccesses(Class, Field, SetterName)
= BDFieldWritesToMethodCall(Class, Field, SetterName)
:= {. . . , IsFieldWrittenOutsideClass(Class, Field) → FALSE}






























Fig. 4. Composition of the UseAccessors refactoring from the CTs ReplaceReadAccesses,
ReplaceWriteAccesses and MakeFieldPrivate. The numbers in circles indicate the order of steps
performed.
Thus the ¬IsFieldWrittenOutsideClass condition is eliminated (that is, mapped





Step 2. Passing this on to the BD of the next CT, ReplaceReadAccesses
BDReplaceReadAccesses(Class, Field, SetterName)
= BDFieldReadToMethodCall(Class, Field, SetterName)
:= {. . . , IsFieldReadOutsideClass(Class, Field) → FALSE}
also eliminates the ¬IsFieldReadOutsideClass condition, yielding
C53 = ExistsClass(Class) ∧ ExistsField(Class, Field)
Step 3. Step 3 computes the contribution of ReplaceWriteAccesses = CT4 by
applying the backward description of CT3 = ReplaceReadAccesses (shown in step 1)
to C4. This does not change anything:
C43 = BDReplaceReadAccesses(Class, Field, GetterName)(C4)
= C4
= ExistsClass(Class)
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∧ ExistsField(Class, Field)
∧ ExistsMethod(Class, SetterName, [Type])
∧ ReturnTypeEquals(Class, SetterName, [Type], void)
∧ GreaterVisibility(Class, SetterName, [Type], Field)
Step 4. In this step we form the conjunction of all the contributions to the joint
precondition and eliminate redundant conditions. In this case, the checks for the existence
of the class and the field, contained in C3, C43 and C
5
3 , can be eliminated. We get the
following composed CT (cf. Definition 10):
UseAccessors(Class, Field, Type, GetterName, SetterName)
= CT3 ⊕ CT4 ⊕ CT5
= C31 ∧ C41 ∧ C51  T5 ◦ T4 ◦ T3= ExistsMethod(Class, SetterName, [Type])
∧ ReturnTypeEquals(Class, SetterName, [Type], void)
∧ GreaterVisibility(Class, SetterName, [Type], Field)
∧ ExistsMethod(Class, GetterName, [])
∧ ReturnTypeEquals(Class, GetterName, [], Type)
∧ GreaterVisibility(Class, GetterName, [], Field)

ChangeFieldAccess(Class, Field, private)
◦ FieldWritesToMethodCall(Class, Field, SetterName)
◦ FieldReadsToMethodCall(Class, Field, GetterName)
6.3.1. Why not one big AND-sequence?
The encapsulate field refactoring is the OR-sequence of the two accessor creation
refactorings and the composed UseAccessors refactoring. It is worth noting that if we
treated it as one big AND-sequence (as illustrated in Fig. 5), we would have got
WrongEncapsulateField(Class, Field, Type)
= CT1 ⊕ CT2 ⊕ CT3 ⊕ CT4 ⊕ CT5









◦ FieldWritesToMethodCall(Class, Field, SetterName)
◦ FieldReadsToMethodCall(Class, Field, GetterName)
◦ ChangeMethodAccess(Class, SetterName, [Type], public)
◦ SetBody(Class, SetterName, [Type], Field = newValue;)
◦ AddMethod(Class, GetterName, void, [Type], [newValue])



















































52 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
Fig. 5. Semantically incorrect composition of Encapsulate Field refactoring from one single AND-sequence of
AddGetter, AddSetter, ReplaceReadAccesses, ReplaceWriteAccesses and MakeFieldPrivate. The
numbers in circles indicate the order of steps performed.
◦ ChangeMethodAccess(Class, GetterName, [], public)
◦ SetBody(Class, GetterName, [], returnField;)
◦ AddMethod(Class, GetterName, Type, [], [])
In the above composition result, all the preconditions of the UseAccessors refactoring are
eliminated. This is due to the fact that we treated the accessor method creation as part of
the AND-sequence, thus (wrongly) stating that the later refactorings should be performed
only if the accessor method creation is performed. Under this assumption, the knowledge
about the effects of the accessor method creation can be used to eliminate the checks for
existence of accessor methods and their public visibility, signature and return type in the
precondition of UseAccessors. These all evaluate to true if the backward descriptions of
the accessor method creation transformations are applied to C3, C4 and C5 in steps 3, 4, 6,
7, 8 and 9 of Fig. 5. It is easy to see that, with the above result, the accessor creation (and
hence the entire composed CT) will not be executed for fields that already have accessor
methods when the refactoring is applied. Thus the version of EncapsulateField created
according to Fig. 5 is wrong in two ways: it does not create a getter (resp. setter) method
for a particular field if a setter (resp. getter) already exists for that field and it does not
replace field accesses by invocations of the pre-existing accessors. In contrast, the version
presented in the preceding section performs exactly as intuitively expected.
This nicely illustrates the importance of being able to express the distinction between
AND- and OR-sequences—and of carefully considering how a particular refactoring can
be composed from these elements.
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7. Discussion and ongoing work
7.1. Effectiveness and optimization
The EncapsulateField example shows two things. First, we have combined a useful
refactoring from smaller refactorings, which were themselves combined from atomic
conditions and transformations. Thus our approach is effective. Bigger examples work in
exactly the same way.
Secondly, the example demonstrates that composition can result in significant savings
of conditions to be evaluated at run time. In our example, 11 conditions have been
eliminated. What is even more important than the sheer number of eliminated conditions
is their complexity. In particular, we have eliminated the very expensive conditions
IsFieldReadOutsideClass and IsFieldWrittenOutsideClass. These are “global”
conditions, whose evaluation requires analysis of the entire program. In contrast, the costs
of all remaining condition checks are constant, independent of the size of the program.
7.2. The importance of a careful API design
In jConditioner, the condition language is chosen such that there are two atomic
conditions for determining whether accesses to a field exist: IsFieldReadOutsideClass
and IsFieldWrittenOutsideClass. In order to illustrate the importance of a careful





The following version of MakeFieldPrivate, which uses IsReferencedField-
OutsideClass, is functionally equivalent to the version in Section 6.2:






Unfortunately, this is not equivalent regarding composition. If IsReferencedField-
OutsideClass were atomic (that is, would not expand to its two subconditions), then it
would be eliminated neither through the backward description of ReplaceReadAccesses
nor through that of ReplaceWriteAccesses. The first replaces only the field reads and
the second only the field writes. The backward descriptions are applied one by one and
neither can guarantee alone that IsReferencedFieldOutsideClass holds. So, each
one must map IsReferencedFieldOutsideClass to † (undefined) (see Section 2.5.1).
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Unfortunately, this has the consequence that we cannot create a composed CT that is
equivalent to the input sequence (cf. Section 4.1).
This variation of our current API illustrates that the effectiveness of the composition
strongly depends on the good fit of the condition and transformation language. In general,
the more finely grained the conditions and transformations are, the easier it is to provide
backward descriptions that are well defined over a large range of conditions or even totally
defined.
It is therefore essential to identify a set of basic conditions and transformations that “fit
well” in the above sense. As we have already stated in the introduction, this was not the
topic of the work reported in this paper. However, it is the focus of current and ongoing
work.
7.3. Requirements for condition and transformation language
The design of a “good” condition and transformation language is a challenging research
issue. Beyond its implications on backward descriptions discussed above, it needs to take
into account two other important criteria:
Minimality. From the practical experimentation of ConTraCT we have found that many
of the currently built-in transformations and conditions would better be replaced
by lower level operations. That would allow composition of the current built-
ins and of many other higher level operations and would significantly simplify
the individual operations and (in the case of transformations) their backward
descriptions.
Completeness. The transformation language must be complete in the sense that it must
be able to express (by composition) every transformation that is syntactically
and semantically legal by the rules of the programming language. The
condition language must be complete in the sense that it must be able to
express (by composition) every condition that is necessary to ensure behavior
preservation. For instance, Tokuda [36] showed that the set of invariants on which
Opdyke’s [29] choice of preconditions is based cannot always ensure behavior
preservation. He defined four more invariants for C++, still without claiming
completeness of the extended condition language.
Some properties of a program cannot be decided at all; others cannot be decided statically.
So one might want to include decidability of the condition language in the list of criteria.
In our case, however, we do not need to be able to decide statically a particular condition.
It suffices if we can decide how a given transformation influences that condition. For
instance, we do not need to be able to check statically whether a field is defined in a
particular class of a program—it suffices to be able to derive that the field is not defined in
a class that has just been created by a transformation. So decidability is implicitly treated
in the discussion about partiality of backward descriptions (Section 7.2).
7.4. Derived recursive conditions
Completeness and minimality of the condition language can only be achieved
simultaneously if it is possible to derive complex semantic conditions out of basic ones that
refer just to the program syntax. In particular, this requires the ability to derive recursive
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conditions. Typically, conditions that refer to scoping, visibility, aggregation, inheritance
and type hierarchies, e.g. isSubtype(Sub, Super), are recursively defined.
The challenge here is not the ability to let the user define recursive conditions, but
treating them properly during composition. In particular, automatic derivation of the
transformation description of a composed CT from those of its component CTs is not
yet possible in the presence of self-defined recursive conditions. Due to this limitation,
some important recursive conditions could only be supported in the current API of
jConditioner by treating them as ‘basic’ conditions. This conflicts with our minimality
goal. Therefore, derivation of transformation descriptions for composite CTs built on
recursive conditions is another topic of ongoing work.
7.5. Explicit backward descriptions
Our approach requires that each transformation be given an explicit backward
description of its effects on all supported conditions. This implies that the formal model and
the implementing framework are quite susceptible to change of the basic transformation
and condition language. A new transformation (not just a new implementation of an
existing transformation) can only be added together with a corresponding backward
description that provides mappings for all the conditions in the current condition language.
When a new condition is added, all backward descriptions of existing transformations
have to be updated. Therefore, we are currently investigating ways to replace individual
backward descriptions by one generic backward description, that is independent of the
particular transformation and condition language. The syntactic approach reported in [1]
seems to be applicable in our context. For a semantically richer approach it might be
interesting to combine this with the work of La¨mmel [26].
7.6. Summary
In this section we have briefly discussed the effectiveness and efficiency of our
approach, turning then to different aspects that were not the focus of our initial work but
turned out to be worthwhile extensions: minimality and completeness of the condition and
transformation language, treatment of self-defined recursive conditions, generic backward
descriptions, elimination of partial backward descriptions. Currently, we are working on all
of these tightly interrelated topics. The design of the basic set of operations that provides
a “good” balance of the related trade-offs is a matter of ongoing work. Topics of possible
future research are mentioned in the discussion of related work.
8. Related work
Much work on refactoring focuses on the choice of the proper preconditions for ensuring
behavior preservation of particular refactorings (e.g. [4,6,19,29,31,35,36]). This is not our
focus. We concentrate on the correct automatic composition of refactorings, assuming
correctness of the composed parts. Correspondingly, composition and the issues directly
related to composition form our main perspective from which we comment on related work.
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8.1. Refactoring composition
In his pioneering work, Opdyke [29] introduced many of the ideas on which much
of the current work on refactorings is based. This includes the use of preconditions
for ensuring behavior preservation, their evaluation on the basis of a set of analysis
functions [29, pp. 33–37] and the idea of composing transformations. However, his notion
of “composition” is sequential execution, corresponding to our notion of an OR-sequence.
Tokuda [36] discusses the use of sequences of refactorings to introduce new (or evolve
existing) design patterns [18] in applications. His notion of “composition” also corresponds
to an OR-sequence.
Ludwig’s [27,30] Recoder system, contains support for the (manual) composition of
transformations depending on whether they are behavior preserving or not. However,
automatic derivation of preconditions is not possible in Recoder.
Roberts’ dissertation [31] is the first work that makes the step to proper composition of
refactorings by showing how to derive the precondition of a composite refactoring from
the preconditions of the individual refactorings in a “chain”. His chains correspond to our
notion of an AND-sequence.
Roberts [31] defines analysis functions that extract particular information from a
program. Preconditions are evaluated on the basis of the results of analysis functions. Thus
analysis functions are an abstraction of the program and program transformations can be
abstracted as transformations of analysis functions (or more precisely, of the interpretation
of analysis functions). Correspondingly, each refactoring is associated with its equivalent
transformation of interpretations (unfortunately called a “postcondition”16).
Roberts’ postconditions correspond conceptually to our forward transformation
descriptions. Analysis functions and conditions can be regarded as abstractions of
programs. Their transformations reflect the semantics of a program transformation at a
more abstract level. Our approach eliminates the intermediate level of analysis functions,
describing the effect of transformations on conditions directly. Instead of transforming
interpretations of function and predicate symbols with respect to a program, transfor-
mation descriptions simply rewrite predicate symbols. Fig. 6 illustrates these technical
differences.
In addition, our approach is based on arbitrary conditional transformations, departing
from the strictly behavior-preserving attitude of refactorings. This generalization and the
investigation of user-definable CTs are in line with remarks and suggestions made in the
concluding discussion section of Roberts’ thesis, which inspired us in many ways.
We see our work as a continuation, simplification and generalization of Roberts’
pioneering approach. Our contributions are:
• A fully formalized model that allows proof of its program independence and correctness
(Section 3). Roberts explains his approach informally, demonstrating how to use his
formal notation on an example. No correctness proofs are given.
16 This use of the term “postcondition” is slightly misleading. Transformations of interpretations are not
postconditions—they are just used to derive postconditions.
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Fig. 6. Levels of program and transformation abstraction in Roberts’ approach (left-hand side) and in this paper
(right-hand side).
• Automatic derivation of the backward description of a composite CT (Lemma 12),
which is the prerequisite for being able to use composites as building blocks of larger
composites. Recursive composition is not possible with the approach described in [31]
since there is no corresponding notion of deriving postconditions automatically.
• Explicit focus on program-independent composition, which is the main prerequisite for
creation of reusable composites. From our formalism, the program independence of the
approach stands out clearly, due to the independence of backward descriptions from
any program (see Definition 7). In Roberts’ description this issue is never mentioned
explicitly. On the one hand, some statements in the thesis seem to suggest a program
dependency; similarly, the dependency of interpretations suggests a dependency on the
programs that define these interpretations. On the other hand, the example presented
works independently of a program. Due to the lack of a completely formal framework,
it cannot be inferred or proved whether this is accidental or a general property of the
approach.
• A proof of concept implementation in a concrete tool. The refactoring browser does
not implement automatic composition (at least we could not find any in the Squeak
version that we analyzed). Our simpler model makes implementing composition rather
easy, since it is completely independent of any complex infrastructure that executes
refactorings. This does not seem to be the case in Roberts’ approach, where the ability
to evaluate analysis functions is required also during composition.
´O Cinne´ide [11, Chapter 3] shows that the approach of Roberts can also be used
for static, program-independent composition, if applied manually. This result depends
on exploiting personal knowledge of the semantics of Java programs. In contrast, our
proposal enables fully automatic static composition. ´O Cinne´ide extends the approach
of Roberts to also enable derivation of a “postcondition” for a composite, thus making
the composite reusable for further compositions. Similarly, in our approach, the backward
transformation description for a composite can be derived in a fully automated way, as
shown in Lemma 12. ´O Cinne´ide also adds set iteration to the approach of Roberts and
computes the legality of set iterations and their preconditions and postconditions. This is
not addressed in our work.
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Tools. The number of tools that support refactoring17 is constantly growing, as is the
number of supported refactorings. As far as we know, none of the above mentioned tools
supports program-independent composition of refactorings.
8.2. Detection of dependencies and conflicts
In his dissertation [31], Roberts shows how his “postconditions” can be used to
detect dependencies and conflicts and how this information can be exploited, for instance
for parallelizing refactorings, simplifying undo operations and mixing independent
refactorings. Owing to the similarity of our approaches, the same analyses are possible
also in our approach. The details can be found in [25].
Mens [28] formalizes software evolution as basic graph rewriting operations and
analyzes dependencies between these operations at a syntactic and semantic level.
Bardey [1] shows how the same dependencies can be derived automatically based
on a view of evolution as conditional transformations. His work generalizes the results
of [25,28,31].
8.3. Minimality of transformation and condition language
Borba et al. [6,7] introduce a comprehensive set of algebraic laws for ROOL, a language
similar to sequential Java but with a copy semantics. They show that this set of laws is
complete in the sense that it is sufficient for reducing an arbitrary ROOL program to a
normal form expressed in a restricted subset of the ROOL operators. The expressiveness
of the approach is illustrated through the systematic derivation of a refactoring from the
proposed laws. It will be interesting to see whether and how this work can be extended and
applied in our context to derive a minimal transformation and condition language for Java.
8.4. Derivation of transformation descriptions
Another important contribution is the work of Tip, Kiezun and Baeumer [35]. Their
approach of deriving provably correct analyses for refactoring from the type constraints of
a language might be adapted for the derivation of provably correct backward descriptions.
8.5. Language independence
La¨mmel [26] introduces the notion of language-parametric or generic refactoring.
The paper addresses the specification and implementation of meta-programs that are
parametrized by the object language. The presented language-parametric framework can
be instantiated for various, rather different languages, e.g., Java, Prolog, Haskell and
XML schemas. It will be very interesting to evaluate whether elements of La¨mmel’s
proposal can possibly be adapted and combined with our approach in order to provide the
joint benefits—program-independent composition on the basis of language-independent
transformation descriptions.
17 The Eclipse JDT [15], IntelliJ IDEA [22], jFactor [21], JRefactory [33], JBuilder [8], Retool for JBuilder [10],
Together Control-Center [9], Xrefactory [38], JavaRefactor [14], to mention just a few of the tools for Java.
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8.6. Refactoring catalogues and applications
Fowler [17] presents a comprehensive classification of a large number of refactorings,
which includes step-by-step directions on how to perform each of these manually. In a
similar style, Kerievsky [23] explores the relationship between refactoring and patterns
and presents a catalogue of refactoring sequences that show how one can evolve “non-
patterned” designs into ones including well known design patterns. Approaches for
refactoring “legacy” applications into aspect-oriented ones are reported in [20] and [34].
The refactorings and applications of refactoring described in [11,17,20,23,36,37]
provide interesting testbeds for the completeness and practical relevance of the conditional
transformations supported by ConTraCT and jConditioner.
The same is true for applications of conditional transformations that go beyond
refactoring. For instance, Be´zivin et al. [5] propose a “model management framework”
that enables transformations of various models and in the context of OMG’s Model
Driven Architecture (MDA). Our approach provides a concrete basis for the first
class representation and composition of conditional transformations required for their
Atlas Transformation Language (ATL). Their paper discusses the use of simple XSLT
transformations of XMI models. XSLT transformations, however, usually do not provide
complex support for rollback of failed “transactions”. Therefore, our ability to avoid run-
time rollback by static composition is particularly important in this context.
9. Conclusions
At the time of writing this paper, the term “refactoring tool” is still a synonym for
a tool that applies refactorings. In this paper we have introduced refactoring tools of a
second kind: refactoring editors, which allow users to create, edit, compose, store and load
refactorings—just like any other text documents. This enables rapid creation, adaptation,
interchange and reuse of refactorings across tool and organization boundaries.
The essential characteristic of a refactoring editor is the ability to perform automatic,
program-independent composition of refactorings. We have shown how this is possible
using backward transformation descriptions. Our approach is an advance over previous
work, which assumed that composition is either program dependent or manual. None of
the previous work described how to derive automatically the transformation description
(respectively analysis function) for the composite, which is essential for being able to
use the composite for composing even more complex refactorings. Our technique is
applicable to arbitrary conditional program transformations (behavior preserving or not).
This increases its practical relevance, since many changes of software are not behavior
preserving.
Our formal model is complemented by the implementation of jConditioner, a
framework for the composition and execution of conditional transformations for Java. The
ConTraCT tool, built using jConditioner, is a first implementation of a new breed of
refactoring tools, which integrate dynamic execution and static editing functionality. Its
incarnation as a plug-in for the Java development tool of Eclipse is a subject of ongoing
work.
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Appendix A. Conditions supported by jConditioner
Table A.1 summarizes the conditions supported by the jConditioner framework
(largely following Roberts [31]). A detailed explanation of each condition is contained
in [24] and [25].
Table A.1
Conditions supported by jConditioner
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ReturnTypeEquals(class, method, parameterTypes, returnType)
HasException(class, method, parameterTypes, exception)
MethodAccessEquals(class, method, parameterTypes, access)
MethodHasModifier(class, method, parameterTypes, modifier)
ExistsLocalVariable(class, method, parameterTypes, variable)
ExistsParameter(class, method, parameterTypes, parameter)
IsInheritedMethod(class, method, parameterTypes)
IsReferencedMethod(class, method, parameterTypes)
IsReferencedParameter(class, method, parameterTypes, parameterName)
IsReimplementedOnEverySubClass(class, method, parameterTypes)
IsReimplementedMethod(class, method, parameterTypes)
ReimplementedMethodIsAtMost(class, method, parameterTypes, access)
ReimplementingMethodIsAtLeast(class, method, parameterTypes, access)
CanCompileBody(class, method, parameterTypes, body)
IsValidStatementSelection(class, method, parameterTypes, sel)
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Appendix B. Basic transformations and basic refactorings—overview
Table B.1 summarizes the basic transformations (and refactorings) supported by
the jConditioner framework (largely following Roberts [31]). For every basic
transformation there is also a basic refactoring that consists of the transformation and
the preconditions that make it behavior preserving. A detailed explanation of each
transformation/refactoring is contained in [24] and [25].
Table B.1
Basic transformations supported by the jConditioner framework
Addition of program elements
AddClass(name)
AddInterface(name)
AddField(class, field, type, init)
AddConstructor(class, parameterTypes, parameterNames)
AddMethod(class, method, returnType, parameterTypes, parameterNames)
CopyMethodIntoNewEnvironment(class, method, types, targetField, targetClass)
AddException(class, method, parameterTypes, exType)
AddParameter(class, method, parameterTypes, name, type)
ImplementInterface(class, interfaceName)





RemoveParameter(class, method, parameterTypes, name)
RemoveInterface(class, interfaceName)
RemoveException(class, method, parameterTypes, exName)
Change of Program Elements
RenameClass(class, newClassName)
RenameField(class, field, newName)
RenameMethod(class, method, parameterTypes, newName)
ChangeClassAccess(class, access)
ChangeFieldAccess(class, field, access)
ChangeMethodAccess(class, method, parameterTypes, access)
ChangeClassModifier(class, modifier, set)
ChangeFieldModifier(class, fieldName, modifier, set)
ChangeMethodModifier(class, method, parameterTypes, modifier, set)
ChangeSuper(class, newSuper)
ChangeFieldType(class, field, type)
ExtractMethod(class, method, parameterTypes, sel, newName)
FieldReadsToMethodCall(class, field, method)
FieldAssignmentsToMethodCall(class, field, method)
RedirectMethodCalls(class, name, parameterTypes, destField, destSignature, map)
ReplaceMethodCalls(class, method, parameterTypes, other, map)
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Appendix C. Proofs
This appendix proves the correctness of the composition operator , stated in
Lemma 11. For ease of reference, the lemma is repeated here:
Lemma 11 (Correctness of the AND Composition Operator ). Let CT1...n be a se-
quence of conditional transformations and P be the initial program to which the trans-









CTi (P) = ANDCT1...n (P). (C.1)
Proof. “⇐”: Since ANDCT1...n (P) is not undefined for any input, the equality
n
i=1CTi (P) = ANDCT1...n (P) holds only if
n
i=1CTi (P) is also not undefined, and











CTi = (Cjoint, Tjoint) where
Cjoint = Contrib11 ∧ · · · ∧ Contrib1n
Tjoint = Tn ◦ Tn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ T1.





Tn ◦ · · · ◦ T1(P), if Cjoint(P)
P, otherwise. (C.2)
By the definition of AND application, (Definition 5)
ANDCT1...n (P) =
{
Tn ◦ · · · ◦ T1(P), if C1(P0) ∧ · · · ∧ Cn(Pn−1)
P, otherwise. (C.3)
By Lemma 14 we know that
Cjoint(P) ⇔ C1(P0) ∧ · · · ∧ Cn(Pn−1). (C.4)
By Eq. (C.4) the right-hand sides of Eqs. (C.2) and (C.3) are equal, which means that also
their left-hand sides are equal, that is,
n⊕
i=1
CTi (P) = ANDCT1...n (P).  (C.5)
Lemma 14 states that the condition Cjoint defined in Definition 10 is a constructive
version of the joint precondition defined declaratively in Definition 6:
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Lemma 14 (Joint Precondition). Let CT1...n be a sequence of conditional transforma-
tions, P be the program to which the transformations are applied and (Cjoint, Tjoint) =
n
i=1CTi . Then
Cjoint(P) ⇔ JointCond(ANDCT1...n (P))(P). (C.6)
Proof. By expanding the definition of Cjoint from Eq. (24) and the declarative definition of
the joint precondition from Eq. (17) we get
Contrib11 ∧ Contrib21 ∧ · · · ∧ Contribn1(P) ⇔ C1(P0) ∧ C2(P1) ∧ · · · ∧ Cn(Pn−1)
which is true by repeated application of Lemma 15 for j = 1 . . .n.
Lemma 15 shows that for j = 1 . . . n the contribution of CT j to the first precondition
can indeed be checked on the initial program, giving exactly the same result as checking
C j after the first j − 1 transformations.
Lemma 15 (Contribution to First Precondition). Let CT1...n be a sequence of conditional
transformations, P be the program to which the transformations are applied and
(Cjoint, Tjoint) = ni=1CTi . Then
Contrib j1(P) = C j (Pj−1) for j = 1 . . .n.
Proof. For j = 1 we have
Contrib11(P) = C1(P0)⇔ C1(P) = C1(P) by (15) and (21).
For j = 2 . . .n we have
Contrib j1(P) = C j (Pj−1)⇔ BDT1 ◦ · · · ◦ BDTj−1(C j )(P) = C j (Tj−1 ◦ · · · ◦ T1(P)) by (16) and (21)
⇔ BDT1 ◦ · · · ◦ BDTj−1(C j )(P) = BDTj−1◦···◦T1(C j )(P) by (19)
⇔ true by Lemma 16 (C.7).
Lemma 16 states some often used operations on backward transformation descriptions.
Lemma 16 (Composition, Conjunction and Disjunction of Descriptions). For all pro-
gram transformations T1, T2,
BDT2◦T1 = BDT1 ◦ BDT2 . (C.7)
For all conditions A, B in the domain of a backward description BDT ,
BDT (A ∧ B) = BDT (A) ∧ BDT (B) (C.8)
BDT (A ∨ B) = BDT (A) ∨ BDT (B) (C.9)
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Proof. The proof for each of the above is straightforward from Definition 7. For every
program P ,
BDT (A ∧ B)(P) = (A ∧ B)(T (P))
= A(T (P)) ∧ B(T (P))
= BDT (A)(P) ∧ BDT (B)(P).
The proof for disjunction is analogous. In the case of composition we have that for every
program P and every condition C such that C ∈ dom(BDT2) ∧ BDT2 ∈ dom(BDT1),
BDT2◦T1(C)(P) = C(T2 ◦ T1(P)) by (19)
= C(T2(T1(P))) by definition of ◦
= BDT2(C)(T1(P))) by (19)
= BDT1(BDT2(C))(P) by (19)
= (BDT1 ◦ BDT2)(C)(P) by definition of ◦.
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